We present atranslation scheme forthepolymorphitally typed call-by-value A-calculus. All runtime values, including function closures, are put into regions. The store consists of a stack of regions: Region inference and effect inference are used to infer where regions can be allocated and de-allocated. Recursive functions are handled using a limited form of polymorphic recursion. The translation is proved correct with respect to a store semantics, which models a regionbased run-time system. Experimental results suggest that regions tend to be small, that region allocation is frequent and that overall memory demands are usually modest, even without garbage collection.
Introduction
The stack allocation scheme for block-structured languages [9] often gives economical use of memory resources. Part of the reason for this is that the stack discipline is eager to reuse dead memory locations (i.e. locations, whose contents is of no consequence to the rest of the computation).
Every point of allocation is matched by a point of de-allocation and these points can easily be identified in the source program.
In heap-based storage management schemes [4, 19, 18] , allocation is separate from de-allocation, the latter being handled by garbage collection. This separation is useful when the lifetime of values is not apparent from the source program. Heap-based schemes are less eager to reuse memory. Generational garbage collection collects young objects when the allocation space is used up. Hayes[11] discusses how to reclaim large, old objects.
Garbage collection can be very fast. Indeed, there is a much quoted argument that the amortized cost of copying garbage collection tends to zero, as memory tends to infinity [2, page 206] . Novice functional programmers often report that on their machines, memory is a constant, not a variable, and that this constant has to be uncomfortably large for their programs to run well, The practical ambition of our work is to reduce the required size of this constant significantly. We shall present measurements that indicate that our translation scheme holds some promise in this respect.
In this paper, we propose a translation scheme for Milner's call-by-value A-calculus with recursive functions and polymorphic let [22, 7] . The key features of our scheme are: This last feature is essential for obtaining good memory usage (see Section 5) . Our model of the runtime system involves a stack of regions, see Figure 1 . We do not expect always to be able to determine the size of a region when we allocate it. Part of the reason for this is that we consider recursive dat at ypes, such as lists, a must; the size of a region which is supposed to hold the spine of a list, say, cannot in general be determined when the region is allocated. Therefore, not all regions can be allocated on a hardware stack, although regions of known size can.
Our allocation scheme differs from the classical stack allocation scheme in that it admits functions as first-class values and is intended to work for recursive datatypes.
(So far, the only recursive datatype we have dealt with is lists.) The store is a stack of regions; a region is a box in the picture. Ruggieri and Murtagh[28] propose a stack of regions in conjunction with a traditional heap. Each region is associated with an activation record (this is not necessarily the case in our scheme). They use a combination of interprocedural and intraprocedural data-flow analysis to find suitable regions to put values in. We use a type-inference based analysis. They consider updates, which we do not. However, we deal with polymorphism and higher-order functions, which they do not.
Inoue et al. [15] present an interesting technique for compile-time analysis of runtime garbage cells in lists. Their method inserts pairs of HOLD and RECLAIMq instructions in the target language. HOLD holds on to a pointer, p say, to the root cell of its argument and RECLAIMq collects those cells that are reachable from p and fit the path description q. HOLD and RE-CLAIM pairs are nested, so the HOLD pointers can be held in a stack, not entirely unlike our stack of regions. In our scheme, however, the unit of collection is one entire region, i.e., there is no traversal of values in connection with region collection. The path descriptions of Inoue et al. make it possible to distinguish between the individual members of a list. This is not possible in our scheme, as we treat all the elements of the same list as equal. Inoue et al. report a 100% reclamation rate for garbage list cells produced by Quicksort [15, page 575] . We obtain a 100% reclamation rate (but for 1 word) for all garbage produced by Quicksort, without garbage collection (see Section 5).
Hudak[13] describes a reference counting scheme for a first-order call-by-value functional language. Reference counting may give more precise use information, than our scheme, as we only distinguish between "no use" and "perhaps some use."
Georgeff [lO] describes a implementation scheme for typed lambda expressions in so-called simple form together with a transformation of expressions into simple form. The transformation can result in an increase in the number of evaluation steps by an arbitrarily large factor [lO, page 618] . Georgeff also presents an implementation scheme which does not involve translation, although this relies on not using call-by-value reduction, when actual parameters are functions. We translate every well-typed source language expression, e, into a target language expression, e', which is identical with e, except for certain region annotations. The evaluation of e' corresponds, step for step, to the evaluation of e. Two forms of annotations are el at p letregion p in e2 end
The first form is used whenever el is an expression which directly produces a value. (Constant expressions, A-abstractions and tuple expressions fall into this category.) The p is a region variable; it indicates that the value of el is to be put in the region bound to p.
The second form introduces a region variable p with local scope e2. At runtime, first an unused region, r, is allocated and bound to p. Then ez is evaluated (probably using r). Finally, T-is de-allocated. The letregion expression is the only way of introducing and eliminating regions. Hence regions are allocated and de-allocated in a stack-like manner.
The device we use for grouping values according to regions is unification of region variables, using essent ially the idea of Baker [3] , namely that two valueproducing expressions el and ez should be given the same "at p" annotation, if and only if type checking, directly or indirectly, unifies the type of el and e2. Baker does not prove safety, however, nor does he deal with polymorphism.
To obtain good separation of lifetimes, we introduce explicit region polymorphism, by which we mean that regions can be given as arguments to functions at runtime. For example, the successor function succ = Az.s + 1 is compiled into A [p, p'] .Ax.letregion p" in (r + (1 at p")) at p' end which has the type scheme
meaning that, for any p and p', the function accepts an integer at p and produces an integer at p' (performing a get operation on region p and a put operation on region p' in the process). Now succ will put its result in different regions, depending on the context:
Moreover, we make the special provision that a recursive function, .f, can call itself with region arguments which are different from its formal region parameters and which may well be local to the body of the recursive function. Such local regions resemble the activation records of the classical stack discipline. We use effect inference [20, 21, 14] Most work on effect inference uses the word "effect" as a short-hand for '(side-effect".
We have no side-effects in our source language -our effects are side-effects relative to an underlying region-based store model.
The idea that effect inference makes it possible to delimit regions of memory and delimit their lifetimes goes back to early work on effect systems [6] . Lucassen and Gifford[21] call it effect rnaskin~they prove that effect masking is sound with respect to a store semantics where regions are not reused. Talpin [29] and Talpin and Jouvelot [30] present a polymorphic effect system with effect masking and prove that it is sound, with respect to a store semantics where regions are not reused.
We have found the notion of memory reuse surprisingly subtle, due to, among other things, pointers into de-allocated regions. Since memory reuse is at the heart of our translation scheme, we prove that our translation rules are sound with respect to a regionbased operational semantics, where regions explicitly are allocated and de-allocated. This is the main technical contribution of this paper.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The source and target languages are presented in Section 2. The translation scheme is presented in Section 3. The correctness proof is in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss strengths and weaknesses of the translation and give experimental results.
Due Dom(~) and Rng(~), respectively. When~and g are finite maps, f + g is the finite map whose domain is Dom( f ) U Dom(g) and whose value is g(x), if z e Dom(g), and f(z) otherwise. f J A means the restriction of f to A. A (non-recursive) closure is a triple (z, e, -E), where E is an environment, i.e. a finite map from variables to values. A (recursive) closure takes the form (z, e, E, f ) where f is the name of the fiunction in question. A value is either an integer or a closure. Evaluation rules appear below.
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Expressions u
E + el 4 (rO, eo, EO) Eke2+v2
EO+{zO~wzJ+eO-+w
Target language
Let p range over a denumerably infinite set RegVar of region variables. Let r range over a denumerably infinite set RegName = {rl, r2, . ..} of region names. Region names serve to identify regions uniquely at runt ime, i.e. a store, s, is a finite map from region names to regions. Let p range over the set of places, a place being either a region variable or a region name. The grammar for the target language is: For simplicity, we assume that all values are boxed. Hence a value v is an address a = (r, o), where r is a region name and o is an offset.
A region-based operational semantics appears below. We are brief about indirect addressing. Thus, whenever a is an address (r, o), we write s(a) to mean s(r) (o) and we write a G Dom(s) as a shorthand for r c Dom(s) and o G Dom(s(r)).
Similarly, when s is a store and sv is a storable value, we write s + {(r, o) = SV} as a shorthand for s + {r w (s(r) + {o H SV})}. We express the popping of an entire region r from a store s by writing "s~{r}", which formally means the restriction of s to Dom(s) \ {r}.
Target ExpressionsṼ
s, VEI-k.e at r --i a,s+{a H (z, e, VE)} s,VE t-el A al, sl Sl(al) = (zo, eo, VEo) sl, VE1-e2bv2, s2 S2, VE0 + {x. H V2} F e. -+ V,S' ,.
(8)
s, VE1-e1e2-+v, s' [10) and for all x E Dom(jl), .fl(z) = .fz(x). We then say that sz succeeds SI, written S2 2 S1 (or S1 L S2), if Dom(sl) C Dom(s2) and sl(r) C sz(r), for all r G Dom(sl). Similarly for simple type schemes.
We infer sentences TE R e~e' :~,~, read: in TE, e translates to e!, which has type and place p and effect q. In the example in Section 2.2,~is ((int, pz) * (int, P3), Pi), p is {put(pl), put(pz), put(ps)} and TE is empty.
Translation
TEFe~e':p, p
TE+{xt--i p1}t-e>e':p2, p p~p'
., An example of a translation where region polymorphism comes into play is found in Appendix B.
Correctness
In an attempt to prove that the translation rules are sound, one might try to define a "consistency relation"
between values in the source language semantics and values in the target language semantics and prove a theorem to the effect that consistency is preserved if E and VE are consistent in store s and e translates to e' and E E-e~v then there exists a store s' and a value v' such that s, V13 1-e'~v', s' [25, 8] . However,
Definition
The relation Consistent is the largest relation satisfying: If v is a closure (z, e, E) then s(v') is a closure (z, e', W3), for some e' and VJ!3, and there exist TE, R' and e" such that TE F kz.e a Xz.e" at p : #,{put(p)} and Consistent(R, TE, E,s, VE) w.r.t. p and R' and R agree on p and R'(e") = e'; If v is a closure (z, e, E, f) then s(v') = (z, e', VE), for some e' and VE, and there exist TE,~, p', R' and e" such that TE + {f w (a, p')} + kr.e * k.e" at p : p, {put(p)} and Consistent(R, TE + {j H (a, p')}, E + {.f M v}, S, VE) W.r.t. P and R' and R agree on p and R'(e") = e'; and s(v') = (~, x, e', VE), for some~, e' and VE, and there exist TE, R' and e" such that Consistent(R, TE + {f H (n, p)}, E + {f w v}, S, VE) w.r.t. q and~can be written in the form v$.va~~.z where none of the bound variables occur free in (TE, p), and TE + {f w (T, p)} k Axe* k.e" at P : (T, p), {put(p)} and R' and R agree on p and R'(F, z, e", VE) = (~, x, e', VE) eConsistent(R, TE, E,s, VE) w.r.t. p u Dom TE = Dom E = Dom VE and for all z q Dom TE, Consistent(R, TE(z), E(z),s, VE(X)) w.r.t. P Figure 3 : The definition of Consistent no matter how we tried to define the notion of consistency, we were unable to prove such a preservation theorem.
The key observation is that consistency, in an absolute sense, is not preserved -rather it decreases monotonically. In the example in Section 2, the consistency that existed between the pair (2,3) and its representation in the store at point (a) is obviously only partially preserved at point (b). The saving fact is that there is always enough consistency left! We therefore define consistency with respect to an effect, which, intuitively speaking, stands for the effect of executing the rest of the program. A region environment, R is a finite map from region variables to places. R connects q to s, if frv(R(q)) = 0 and frn(R(p))~Dom(s).
Two region environments RI and Rz agree on effect p, if RI(p) = R2 (p), for all p 6 frv(p).
Region environments can be applied to target expressions and even to region closures (~, Z, e, VE) provided one renames bound region variables, when necessary, to avoid capture.
The consistency relation is defined in Figure 3 . It is the maximal fixed point of a monotonic operator on sets; properties about consistency can therefore be proved using co-induction (22), (24) and (25) we get Consistent(R, TE, E,s, VE) w.r.t. PI U pi (40) R connects 91 U pi to s (41) R' and R agree on PI U q;
By induction on (34), (40), (37), (41) and (42) 
R. and R agree on pi (48) Ro(e&') = e~ (49) Let pj = {c, get(p)} U PO U p', i.e. the effect that remains after the computation of e~. Note that p2 U A~P u @ and s L s1, so b Lemma 4.1 On (22) we have Consistent (R, TE, E, S1, VE) w.r.t. p2 U pj
Also, from (24) and (25) we get R connects p2 U p; to S1
R' and R agree on p2 U p;
196
By induction on (35), (50), (38), (51) and (52) (56) and (57) we get Consistent(R, TE~, E;, S2, VE~) w.r.t. p~U p' (58) iiko, by (24) and by (48) and s c S2 we get R connects p~Up' to S2 (59) R. and R agree on p; Up'
Then by induction on (55), (58), (39), (59) and (60) there exist s' and v' such that
But by (49) we have Ro(e{) = e~so (61) reads
From (43), (45), (53) and (63) we get
which together wit h (62) is the desired result. sumit (100) hsumit (100) acker (3, 6) ackerMon (3, 6) appell (100) F Thecomputation of the15th Fibonacci number bythe``naive '' method (e.g. [16, page 235] ). The computation of fib(n) requires number of function calls which is exponential in n. Here sum(n) computes the sum X~=l Z, by n recursive calls, none of which are tail As above, but the sum is computed iteratively, by n tail recursive calls. In a technical report [31] we describe an inference algorithm which appears to be sound with respect to the rules in this paper and appears always to terminate.
(This rather weak statement due to the fact that we do not have a proof, as yet. ) We know of examples (all of which involve subtle uses of region polymorphism) for which the algorithm finds a compound type scheme which is not the most general one permitted by the translation rules. The practical implications of this situation are discussed at the end of this section. The algorithm has been implemented. The implementation also handles pairs, lists, and conditionals, so that one can write non-trivial programs. We wrote roughly 1500 lines of test programs.
After translation, the target programs were run on an instrumented interpreter, written in Standard ML. No garbage collector was implemented.
The purpose of the experiments was to understand memory behaviour, not to estimate execution times.
After translation, the system performs a simple storage mode analysis to discovers cases, where regions can be updated destructively. This helps to get a good handling of tail recursion.
One more optimization is mentioned in Appendix B. These were the only optimization performed.
The quantities measured were:
(1) Maximal depth of region stack (unit: one region) The numbers in the first column always refer to the the quantities enumerated above.
fib (15) Sum ( Notice that fib and sum used very little memory, at the expense of very frequent region allocation and deallocation.
From lines (2) and (3) we see that the region analysis can be so fine-grained that there is a oneto-one correspondence between values and regions. In the above examples, this is due to region polymorphism. The third column gives the exact figures, as a function of n. These are obtained by inspection of the target program, which appears in Appendix B.
sumit (100) hsumit (100) ( 1) 6 12 (2) 406 715
(4) 6 507
The results for swnit illustrate the behaviour on tight, tail-recursive loops. When computing sumit (n), the number of the highest region, namely 6, and the maximum memory size, also 6, are both independent of n.
When we compute the sum by folding the plus operator over the list (hsumit ( 100) ), all the results of the plus operation are put into one region, because the operator is a lambda-bound parameter of the fold operation and hence cannot be region-polymorphic. In this case, however, the analysis of storage modes does not discover that destructive updates are possible, so the final memory size is 101, of which only one word is live.
acker (3, 6) appell (100) appe12 (100) inline (100) (1) ] 911 I 1,111 \ 311
The programs appel 1 and appe12 use @(lV2) space (line 4), although~(~) ought to be enough, This is an example of a deficiency which our scheme has in common with the classical stack discipline: creating a large argument for a function which only uses it for a small part of its activation leads to waste of memory (see also Chase [5] ). inline ( 100) uses onlỹ (~) space, as the storage mode analysis discovers that updates are possible.
In cases where the algorithm infers a compound type scheme which is not the most general one permitted by the translation rules, the implementation detects the situation, prints a warning and completes the translation using a less general type scheme. Amongst our total supply of test programs, only those specifically designed to provoke the warning provoked it.
Garbage collection
If one wants to combine region allocation with garbage collection, dangling pointers are a worry. They can be avoided by adding the extra side-condition YyF V(Xr.e).
frv(TE(y))~frv(p') to rule 15. This affects the precision of the inference rules, but obviously not their soundness. 
